CONSIDERABLE
SAVINGS

INCREASED

Simple and effective solution

PRODUCTIVITY

INTERNATIONAL
PARTNERS

An expert and a leader in fleet
management, Geothentic offers a variety
of ecological and economical
geolocalization products adapted to
your company’s needs.
With partners from across the world,
Geothentic can provide solutions that
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combine an exceptional customer service
Montréal, Québec
and a better productivity in the field,
while perfectly integrating the existing
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information collection systems.
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GEOLOCALIZATION
ADAPTED TO YOUR COMPANY

IDLE KILLER

WHEN IDLING

AUTOMATIC
ENGINE RESTART

BENEFITS

Any company having to manage a fleet of vehicles can
use the patented ORCA system by Geothentic.

A system adapted to cellular coverage

Our products are used all over the world and in all types
of industries!

Affordable

The data collected by the ORCA system and made
available on the online interface facilitate trip,
maintenance, and personnel management, and using
the system will save you a lot of money and improve
your company’s image.

Gas waste reduction

We will adapt our system to your needs; all you have to
do is let us know what they are.

A multilingual and easy-to-use system
Local and available customer service

Compact and durable equipment
Proof of time spent on the job

The ORCA system has many advantages: your vehicles
will use less gas, wear less quickly, and emit less in
greenhouse gases!

Non-authorized use notifications

ORCA is a comprehensive and integrated fleet control tool using
localization and GPS vehicle tracking online. Through cellular waves,
the system transmits all the information deemed necessary by the
fleet’s owner.
ORCA is a small, green box that can be installed on all types of
vehicles. It can be configured remotely and according to your needs.
For example, the engine will turn off automatically and safely once it
has been idling uselessly for the period of time of your choice.
In addition, the vehicle will restart automatically when the battery
reaches a certain level, when the vehicle’s inside temperature reaches
a predefined minimum or maximum, etc.

ADAPTED TO YOUR NEEDS
PLUG & PLAY SYSTEM
EASY TO INSTALL AND USE
RAPID RETURN ON YOUR INVESTMENT

